This paper unites two problem-solving traditions in computer science: (1) constraint-based reasoning; and (2) formal concept analysis. For basic definitions and properties of networks of constraints, we follow the foundational approach of Montanari and Rossi [3]. This paper advocates distributed relations as a more semantic version of networks of constraints. The theory developed here uses the theory of formal concept analysis, pioneered by Rudolf Wille and his colleagues [5], as a key for unlocking the hidden semantic structure within distributed relations. Conversely, this paper offers distributed relations as a seamless manysorted extension to the formal contexts of formal concept analysis. Some of the intuitions underlying our approach were discussed in a preliminary fashion by Freuder and Wallace [l].
Introduction
The fundamental model-theoretic structures in this paper are distributed relations. Distributed relations are identified with the constraint systems of objectoriented constraint languages, which play the roles of code and data abstractions, and subsume classes, instance variables and methods [2] . Object state is defined by solving constraints. Constraints can specify various consistency requirements of objects. External hierarchical structure is definable by summation of constraints. Internal hierarchical structure is definable via formal concept analysis in terms of the concept lattice of associated formal satisfaction contexts. Formal contexts are shown to be equivalent to singlesorted distributed relations. The formal satisfaction context of any distributed relation is the inverse im-age of the relation along the projection domain morphism. Concept lattices form a hierarchical clustering of objects. This hierarchy represents all implications between constraints (an intensional logic).
The knowledge representation research group here at the University of Arkansas is currently using formal concept analysis in the area of natural language modelling. More specifically, we are using the conceptual hierarchies of concept lattices to investigate and represent whole language semantic space as incorporated in dictionaries and thesauri.
Formal Concept Analysis
Formal concept analysis is a new approach to formal logic and knowledge representation initiated by Rudolf Wille [4, 51. Formal concept analysis starts with the primitive notion of a formal context. A (order-theoretic) formal context is a triple C = (G, M, I) consisting of two posets G = (G, 5~) and M = (M, 5~) and a binary relation I C G x M between G and M which respects order: g1 IG g 2 , g2 Im imply g1 Im; and gIml , ml m2 imply gIm2.
Intuitively, the elements of G are thought of as entities or objects, the elements of M are thought of as properties, characteristics or attributes that the entities might have, and glm asserts that "object g has attribute m." This definition extends the original notion of formal context which was given in a set-theoretic realm. Theoretically, there are strong reasons for enriching and extending to an order-theoretic framework in an order-theoretic setting. Practically, this enrichment offers the advantage of greater expressibility for both the system analyst and system designer, since it allows one to either describe or specify order constraints on both objects and attributes.
The collection C x t g of all contexts with a fixed object set G and a fixed attribute set M is a poset with the subset inclusion pointwise order I C I'. As attribute sets M are allowed to vary, we collect together all contexts with fixed object set G in the poset C X t G = uM Cxtg. We can define direct and inverse image operators on contexts along any function 4 : G2 + G I between object sets as follows. The collection of all concepts is ordered by generalization-specialization. One concept is more specialized (and less general) than another (4,$) IL (V, $ I ) when its intent contains the other's intent $ _> $ I , or equivalently, when the opposite ordering on extents occurs 4 s 4'. Concepts with this generalization-specialization ordering form a concept hierarchy for the context. The concept hierarchy is a complete lattice L(C) called the concept lattice of C.
The meets and joins of concepts in L(C) can be described in terms of unions, intersections, intent interior, and extent closure as follows: The join of a collection of concepts represents the common properties (shared characteristics) of the concepts, and the top of the concept hierarchy represents the universal concept whose extent consists of all objects. When extended to distributed relations, the meet of a collection of concepts corresponds to the natural join from relational theory, and the bottom of the concept hierarchy represents all solutions that satisfy the constraints (the solution-set concept).
In this paper we give arguments that Wille's original notion of formal context, although quite appealing in its simplicity, now should be extended to distributed relations. Such a generalization and abstraction of formal contexts offers a powerful approach for the representation of knowledge and the reasoning about constraints.
Distributed Relations
The basic parameter in relational theory is a sorted domain. Let N be a set of sorts. An N-sorted domain (N, r, E, D, R) are defined to be distributed relations with discrete signatures.
Networks of constraints [ 3 ] JV =
For formal contexts as distributed relations, (1) the signature is the preorder of attributes SZ = ( M , !, l),
( 2 ) the single domain is the set of objects D = G, and (3) the relation assignment R : M -R e l l ,~ = pG + (0 : 8 , l : 8) assigns corresponding columns of the incidence relation to attributes R : a w l a E G, so that each attribute represents a unary constraint. A network of constraints is a combinatorial construct, not a semantic algebraic construct. Distributed relations provide a semantic extension of networks of constraints by specifying projective containment conditions between constraints. Projective containment conditions help optimize the size of distributed rela tions. 
The Satisfaction Context
Wille's formal contexts explicitly model has relationships between objects and attributes (unary constraints). However, the more general satisfaction relationships between object tuples and constraints that we define in this section associate an order-theoretic formal context with each distributed relation ' R = (N, 7, E, D, R) in a very natural fashion.
The basic constituents in constraint-based reasoning are tuples of values representing semantic configurations of real-world objects, and ways of describing these in terms of constraining relations. The relationship between tuples and constraints is a derived relationship called satisfaction. Intuitively, for any subset U G N the tuple values in Du , thought of as the possible state or configuration of entities or objects, will be called object tuples. An object tuple may represent the participation of several objects or entities in a semantic whole. A tuple x E Du is said to have tag or arity U and is denoted by x : U. The set of all nonempty tuples of a distributed relation can be defined as the disjoint union DIN = uUcN Du ! ! UucN {U}x(Du). This is a partially ordered set with tuples in D[N] ordered by projection: y : V 5 x : U when x is the projection of y; that is, when V _> U and rvu(y) = x. This tuple projection order is an instance of meronymy, or wholepart order. The tuple x : U is part of the tuple y : V; The empty tuple E : 0 is the top, smallest part in this order. A full tuple t : N , whose arity consists of all indices N , is a minimal element in this identification order, and represents a whole.
The elements of E are thought of as constraints that the object tuples might satisfy. A tuple x : U satisfies a constraint e, denoted by x e, when the tuple generalizes to, or equivalently is a specialization from, the relation of the constraint; that is, when U _> 7, and ~u~~( t ) E Re. Satisfaction is a binary re- = ( D [ N ] , E, b), whose contextual objects are tuples of any arity, whose contextual attributes are relation symbols (constraints) with defined scheme, and whose contextual has relationship is the satisfaction relationship. Zickwolff [7] has independently given a similar development for satisfaction. The attributes in E, being relation symbols with schema, are many-sortedwhence the title of this paper. In order to define a canonical projection domain morphism from distributed relations to formal contexts, we must restrict satisfaction to full scheme tuples b E DN x E . Let us denote this restricted context by Cg = ( D N , E, k) . This association of the restricted formal satisfaction context with each distributed relation, is represented by the relation-tocontext passage Rcg. ( N , D ) 4 (1, oN) . : ( E , T ) ) .
Theorem 1 The satisfaction conted of a distributed relation is the inverse image along projection cg = r;v,J)(R
The satisfaction context of a context (regarded as a single-sorted distributed relation) is the original context. This demonstrates that distributed relations are a proper extension of formal contexts.
Passage 1 associates a lattice of semantic concepts L(Cz) with each distributed relation 72, thus revealing its hidden semantic structure. The intuitions underlying this semantic structure can be expressed in terms of partial constraint satisfaction. The concept lattices of distributed relations can be directly related to the problem space interpretation of partial constraint satisfaction in [l]. According to the discussion in [l], a problem space is a set of constraint-satisfactionproblems ordered by their solution sets. In this paper we identify the appropriate problem space of a network of constraints, or more generally a distributed relation R, to be the concept lattice L(Cz) of the formal satisfaction context associated with the relation. We thus identify constraint-satisfaction-problems of the problem space with formal concepts in the concept latticethe problem intent is its set of constraints, and the problem extent is the solution set of the constraints. We refer here to the lattice elements as problem-concepts. These problem-concepts represent partial information about objects. The lattice uses the opposite sense of order than that defined in [l]. Weakening problem constraints or generalizing means moving upward in the problem-concept hierarchy. On the other hand, moving downward in the problem-concept hierarchy corresponds to the monotonic accumulation of partial information about object tuples. Current and future work involves (1) the definition of satisfaction algorithms on the distributed relation's concept lattice, and (2) the definition of suitably generalized similarity and distance metrics on the distributed relation's concept lattice.
